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EMBEDDING PROCESSES IN BROWNIAN MOTION IN R"

BY

NEIL FALKNER

Abstract. We give a potential-theoretic characterization of the right-continuous

processes which can be embedded in Brownian motion in R" by means of an

increasing family of standard stopping times. In general it is necessary to use a

Brownian motion process whose filtration is richer than the natural one.

1. Introduction. In an article entitled Potential processes, Chacon [1] showed how

potential theory may be applied to the study of discrete-time martingales, with

particular emphasis on embedding theorems of Skorohod type. In this article we

show how potential theory may be used to characterize those processes which can

be embedded in Brownian motion in R" by means of an increasing family of

stopping times which are not "too big". The stopping times which are not too big

are the ones we call standard, following Chacon [1]; see 2.7 and 2.8. If n > 3 then

every stopping time is standard but if n = 1 or 2 there are stopping times which are

not standard. Doob (see Meyer [1]) noticed that absolutely any discrete-time

process on the line can be embedded in Brownian motion in R by means of an

increasing sequence of stopping times, by a trivial construction. This illustrates the

interest of considering a restricted class of stopping times. (For continuous-time

processes on the line there is not so much freedom and the construction required is

much more difficult-see Monroe [2]. The question of what processes can be

embedded in Brownian motion in R2 by means of an increasing family of

unrestricted stopping times has not been investigated.)

In §2 we define potential processes and standard stopping times and show that a

process which can be embedded in Brownian motion in R" by means of an

increasing family of standard stopping times is a potential process. In §3 we show

that a discrete-time potential process can be embedded in Brownian motion in R"

by means of an increasing sequence of standard stopping times. If n > 2 it is

necessary to use a Brownian motion process whose filtration is richer than the

natural filtration of the Brownian motion in the sense that its time 0 a-field admits

a continuously distributed random variable which is independent of the Brownian

motion. For embedding continuous-time potential processes it seems to be neces-

sary to use a more complex enlargement of the filtration of the Brownian motion.

This kind of enlargement is discussed in §4 and turns out to be precisely the kind

of enlargement that preserves the Markov property-see 4.8 and 4.9.
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In §5 we show that a continuous-time potential process with right-continuous

sample paths can be embedded in Brownian motion in R" by means of a

right-continuous increasing family of standard stopping times. In this case the use

of a Brownian motion process with an enriched filtration is necessary even if n = 1

and the process being embedded has continuous sample paths.

2. Elementary properties of potential processes. In this section we shall recall the

definition of the potential of a measure on R", we shall give the definition and

some characterizations of n-dimensional potential processes, we shall recall the

notion of standard stopping times of a Brownian motion process, and we shall

show that if (fl, "35, $,, Bt, P) is a Brownian motion process and if (7(/)),e/ is an

increasing family of standard stopping times indexed by a set / C [-oo, oo] then

the process (fi, ®, "35 r(,), B^, P) is an n-dimensional potential process.

2.1. Notation. Define $: R" -»(-oo, oo] by

-\\x\ if #1-1,

-(l/277)log||x||        if/i = 2,x^0,

$(x) = \ 1
-     if n > 3, x ¥= 0,
(n - 2)on\\xf-2

+ oo if n > 2, x = 0

where on denotes the (n — l)-dimensional Lebesgue measure of {x G R": ||x|| =

1}. The function <& is called the Newtonian potential kernel. It is invariant under

rotations and its Laplacian is equal to -o, where o denotes the Dirac measure. Any

other locally Lebesgue integrable function on R" with these two properties differs

from $ only by a constant, except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero.

2.2. Definition. If p. is a measure on R" then we define pU+ and pU_:

R" -> [0, oo] by

pU+(x) = JV(x - y) dp(y),       pU_(x) = jV(x - y) dp(y)

and we define pU, on the subset of R" where pU+ and pU_ are not both infinite, by

pU = pU+ — pU_. We call pU the potential of p. We say p is special if pU is

defined on all of R" and is superharmonic. One can show that this happens iff p is

finite on compact sets and

T|l A $0)1 dp(x) < oo.

In particular, if n = 1 then p is special iff p is finite and /|x| dp(x) < oo, while if

n = 2 then p is special iff p is finite and /log+||x|| dp(x) < oo. If n > 3 then every

finite measure p on R" is special (and so are many infinite ones).

If p is a special measure on R" then ft can be recovered from pU; indeed p is

minus the Laplacian of pU in the sense of Schwartz distributions.

2.3. Notation. The symbol 3 will denote the point at infinity. Rg will denote the

topological space R" u {3} where 3 is adjoined as an isolated point. If p is a

measure on Rg then pU will denote the potential of the restriction of p to R" and

we shall say p is special iff its restriction to R" is special.
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2.4. Definition. Let / be a subset of [-00, 00] and let n be a positive integer. An

n-dimensional potential process with time set I is a system (B, f, Wt, Xt, P) where:

(a) (fi, <§, P) is a probability space;

(b) (%) is an increasing family of sub-a-fields of ^ indexed by /;

(c) (Xj) is a family of Rg-valued random variables over (Q, *$, P) indexed by /;

(d) For each i E I,

(i) Xj is 5,-measurable,

(ii) lav/(Xj) is a special measure on Rg,

(iii) if n < 2, P(Xi = 3) = 0;

(e) whenever S and 7 are (%/-stopping times taking on only finitely many values

and satisfying S < 7 we have law(Ar5) U > law(A'r) U.

With regard to (e), we remark that an (^-stopping time is assumed to take

values in / and that it follows from (ii) of (d) that law(A's) and \aw(XT) are special

measures. The condition (e) is of course the main one of this definition and it is the

reason for calling these processes potential processes. The definition of potential

processes that we have given here is the restriction to the setting of classical

potential theory of a more general definition envisaged by R. V. Chacon.

2.5. Proposition. Let I be a subset of [-00, 00], let n be a positive integer, and let

(Q, <§, % X„ P) be a system satisfying (a)-(d) of 2.4. 7Aen (a) and (b) below are

equivalent:

(a) (S2, '$, 5,, Xp P) is an n-dimensional potential process.

(b) For eachy in R", (4>(Ar, - y)l^x.^j) is a supermartingale in the extended sense

over (Q, V, % X„ P).

Moreover, if n = 1 then a third equivalent condition is

(c) (Xj) is a martingale over (£2, <5, %, P).

(The equivalence of (a) and (c) when n = 1 was established by Chacon [1].)

Proof, (a) => (b). Let Zj1 = &(X, - y)l^X¥sa) for i in / andy in R". Let i and/ be

in / with / < j and let F be in %. We wish to show that

[ Zf dP > [ Zf dP
Jp J p

for each y in R". Let S = / on F and / on S2 \ F, and let 7 = / on all of fi. Then S

and 7 are (^/-stopping times taking on only finitely many values and S < 7 so

law(Xs)U > \aw(XT)U. But law(Xs)U(y) = JZjj dP and similarly for 7 so we see

that jFZf dP > frZf dP for all y in R" such that \aw(Xs)U(y) < 00. Thus if we

let p and v be the special measures on R" defined by p(dx) = P({X( G dx) n F)

and v(dx) = P({Xj E dx) n F) then pU > vU except possibly on the polar set

{law(Xs)U =00}. Hence pU > vU on all of R". That is, fFZf dP > JFZf dP for
all y E R", as desired.

(b) => (a). This follows from the optional sampling theorem, on noting that if S is

any (^/-stopping time taking on only finitely many values and if y is any point in

R" then law(A'5) is special iff

E(*-(XS - y)l[Xs+a)) < 00
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and that in this case,

law(Xs)U(y) = E(<P(XS - y)l{x^d)).

(c) =» (b), if n - 1. P(*, = 3) = 0 and $(*,. - y) = -\\Xt - y\ so the process

(®(X; — y)l{X/¥=3)) is a supermartingale over (B, ■■?, %, P) by Jensen's inequality

for conditional expectations.

(b) => (c), if n = 1. Let / and / be in / with i < y and let F E %. Consider the

measures p and c on R defined by p(dx) = P({Ar, G dx) n F) and r(rfx) =

P({Xj E dx) n 7). Then p and ? have the same total mass, namely P(F), and

pU(y) = f <!>(*, - y) JP > (<»(*, -y)dP = vU(y)

for ally in R. Hence /Hx J«(x) = /Rx *ft>(x) by Lemma 2.3 of Chacon [1]. That is,

fxtdP= [XjdP.
J F Jf

Thus (Xj) is a martingale over (Q,, W, %, P).    O

2.6. Terminology. By a Brownian motion process in R" we mean a continuous

Markov process (fl, '33, <3bl, B„ P) with state space R" (augmented by the cemetery

point 3) and having the transition function of Brownian motion. To make the

formula relating Brownian motion to potential theory "cleaner", we adopt the

somewhat unorthodox normalization E(\\B, — B0\\2) = 2nt. (Usually one has

E(\\B, — B0\\2) = nt.) We do not assume that the process starts from the origin or

that the filtration (%,) is the natural filtration of (Bj).

2.7. Definition. Let (fi, $, "33,, B„ P) be a Brownian motion process in R". A

stopping time 7 for this process is said to be standard iff whenever R and S

are stopping times and R < S < T then \aw(BR) and law(Bs) are special and

lw(BR)U > law(5s)t/~.

2.8. Discussion of standard stopping times. If n > 3 then every stopping time is

standard. This follows from the fact that when n > 3 and A is any Borel subset of

R"then

flaw(BT)U(x) dx = e\ (™\A(Bj) dt
JA LJT

for any stopping time 7. If n = 1 and P(B0 = 3) = 0 then 7 is standard iff

(BTA,)0<I<IX is uniformly integrable iff P(7 = oo) = 0 and whenever S is a

stopping time and S < T then E(\BS\) < oo and E(BS) = E(B0). If n = 2 and

P(B0 = 3) = 0 then 7 is standard iff (log+||57.A,||)0</<00 is uniformly integrable.

In general 7 is standard iff law(P.r) is special and law(BTAI)U > lav/(BT)U for

0 < t < oo iff for every compact subset K of R" we have

f [law(BQ)U(x) - law(BT)U(x)] dx = e\ ClK{Bj) dt] < oo. (*)

The reader is referred to Falkner [1] for a detailed discussion of standard

stopping times. Intuitively the standard stopping times are the ones which are not

too big. Traditionally (see Skorohod [1, p. 163], Dubins [1], Root [1], Meyer [1],

Baxter and Chacon [1]) the stopping times which have been considered not too big,
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at least in the one-dimensional case, have been those with finite expectation. Let 7

be a stopping time. Assume P(B0 = 3) = 0 and law(50; P) is special. If E(T) < oo

then (||firA, — -S0||2)0<,<00 is uniformly integrable whence 7 is standard. If, on the

other hand, 7 is standard then first, if n = 1 or 2 then automatically 7 < oo a.s.,

and second, for any n, if 7 < oo a.s. then from Lemma 5 of Baxter and Chacon [1]

together with (*) above, £(pT||2) = £(P0||2) + 2nE(T) so, in this case, EQlBj-l]2)

< oo iff both £(||fl0||2) < oo and E(T) < oo.

2.9. Proposition. Let (fl, %,%t, B„ P) be a Brownian motion process in R". If

n < 2 assume P(B0 = 3) = 0. Let I be a subset of [-oo, oo] and let (T(i)) be an

increasing family of standard stopping times indexed by I. Then

(S, %, ®7-(,), BT^y P) is an n-dimensional potential process with time set I.

Proof. Clearly this process satisfies (a), (b), (c), (d)(i), and (d)(ii) of Definition

2.4. It also satisfies (d)(iii) since if n < 2 and P(B0 = 3) = 0 then a standard

stopping time is P-a.s. finite. To finish the proof it suffices to show that it satisfies

(b) of Proposition 2.5. Let / and/ be in I with / < j and let F be in ©7^.

Let S = Tt on F and 7} on fi \ F, and let 7 = 7}.

Note that S is a stopping time. As 7 is standard, law(5s) U > law(5r) U.

From this we can conclude that fory in {\avt(Bs)U < oo) we have

4*(Bno -y)lw^g}lF] > E[$(Bnj) -y)l{BH.^d]lF].

Now by the method that was used in concluding the proof of (a) => (b) in

Proposition 2.5, one can show that this inequality actually holds for ally in R".    □

3.   Embedding   discrete-time   potential   processes   in   Brownian   motion.   Let

(W, %, %„ Bt, 9„ IF) be the canonical realization of Brownian motion in R". If

n = 1 let (Q, ® ,%„ B„ 9„ Px) = (W, <¥, %, B„ 9„ W). lfn>2 then let
o, = w X (0, 1),

® = % 0 Borel(0, 1),

% = n S>;1% ® Borel(0, 1)],

xp = projection of fi on W,

Bt = B, o ^,

9, = 9, ° xp (thus we use 0, in 2 different senses, but this will not cause confusion),

Px = IT* ® (Lebesgue measure on Borel(0, 1)).

The notation (S2, ®, ®(, B„ 9„ Px) will carry the same meaning, dependent on

n, throughout this section and the appendix which follows. We remark that, for any

n and any probability measure p on Rg, (£2, %, 9>„ Bt, P*) is a Brownian motion

process with right-continuous filtration. The purpose of this section is to prove the

following theorem.

3.1. Theorem. Let I = {0,1,2, ...} and let (A, <5, % X„ Q) be an n-dimen-

sional potential process with time set I. Let p = law(Ar0). Then there is an increasing

family (7(/)),<=/ of standard stopping times for the Brownian motion process

(B, %, ©,, B,, P*1) such that the joint law of (Xj) with respect to Q is the same as the

joint law of (BT^) with respect to PM.
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Discussion of the theorem. As we have seen, in the one-dimensional case the

potential processes are precisely the martingales and the standard stopping times

are precisely the stopping times 7 such that (BTA,)0<t<00 is uniformly integrable.

Thus when n = 1 the theorem says that any discrete-time martingale

(X0, Xx, X2, . . .) can be "embedded" in Brownian motion by means of an increas-

ing sequence 7(0) < 7(1) < 7(2) < . . . of stopping times such that for each / the

process (Bni)AI) is uniformly integrable. This was proved by Monroe [1, Lemma 8].

Earlier Dubins [1] had shown that if (X0, Xx, X2, . . .) is a martingale then stopping

times 7(0) < 7(1) < 7(2) < . . . can be constructed which embed

(X0, Xx, X2,...) in (Bj) and which satisfy E(T(i)) < oo if E(X2) < oo. What

Monroe showed is that if the stopping times T(i) are constructed as in the article of

Dubins then, for each i, (Bj^^Aj) is uniformly integrable; he proved this without

any assumption on E(X2) of course.

Our approach to the proof of Theorem 3.1 is to obtain it as a corollary of an

embedding theorem for measures ("ETM") which runs as follows.

ETM. "Let p be a special probability measure on R". Then a measure v on Rg is

of the form \aw(BT; P1*) where 7 is a standard stopping time for the Brownian

motion process (Q,, %, %,, B„ P*1) iff the following two conditions are satisfied:

(a) v is a special probability measure;

(b) pU > vU."

For n > 3, ETM is a particular case of a result of Rost [1]. For n = 2, ETM is

established in Falkner [2]. The method used in this article differs from Rost's and

can also be used to establish ETM f or n > 3. (We should say that to see that ETM

for n = 2 actually does follow from Falkner [2] it is necessary to know that the

conditions (a) and (b) of ETM entail that v(R") = 1 in this case. This follows from

the fact that if a and B are special measures on R", where n = 1 or 2, and if

aU > BU then a(R") < B(Rn); see Lemma 3.10 of Falkner [1].) When n = I and

ju = the unit point mass at the origin then a probability measure v on R3 is special

and satisfies vU < pU iff v({d)) = 0, f\x\ dv(x) < oo, and Jx dv(x) = 0. Thus

when n = 1 and p = d0, ETM follows from Proposition 1 of Dubins [1] in the

special case that Jx2 dv(x) < oo, and is a particular instance of Lemma 8 of

Monroe [1] when v is not thus restricted. For an alternative treatment of the

one-dimensional case (and with p not restricted to be a point mass) the reader may

consult Falkner [1, §4].

Let us make a few remarks about the method of proving Theorem 3.1. For

simplicity, in these remarks we shall consider a potential process (X0, Xx) with just

the two points 0 and 1 in its time set. We wish to find standard stopping times

7(0) < 7(1) such that

law(JB7X0), Bnxy) = law(A'0, A',).

We start (Bj) with law(B0) = p = law(Ar0) so we can just take 7(0) = 0. Now as

(X0, Xj) is a potential process, law(A',|A'0 = x)U < SXU for law(A"0)-a.a. x in R" so

by ETM we can choose P*-standard stopping times S(x) such that law(2?S(x); Px)

= law(Xx\X0 = x). (The case x = 3 may be dealt with easily also.) One sets

7(1) = S(x) on {B0 = x). Then law(5r(0), BT(X); P*1) = law(Ar0, *,) and 7(1) is
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P^-standard. Of course one must show that the stopping times S(x) can be chosen

to depend on x in a suitably measurable fashion. For Dubins who was working in

the case n = \, this was no problem as he had an algorithm for producing a

stopping time to embed a measure. Azema and Yor [1] have found a nice formula

for such a stopping time, in the case n = 1. As soon as n > 2 though, no such

algorithm is known so another approach is needed. We overcome this difficulty by

showing that the possibility of choosing the stopping times S(x) in a suitably

measurable fashion follows from the general theory of measurable selection. In the

proof of Theorem 3.1 which we give below we say what kind of measurability is

needed, assume that it can be obtained and fill in the details of the sketch of the

proof given above. Then in the appendix to this section we show how the abstract

measurable selection theorem given on p. 251 of Dellacherie and Meyer [1] can be

applied to obtain the needed measurability. Before proceeding to the proof of

Theorem 3.1 we state and prove a simple lemma which will be used several times in

the remainder of this paper.

3.2. Lemma. Let T be the collection of open balls V in R" such that the centre of V

has rational coordinates and the radius of V is rational. Let f and g be superharmonic

functions on R" such that

[ f(y)dy< [g(y)dy
Jy Jy

for all V in °V. Then fix) < g(x)for all x in R".

Proof. Let V(x, e) denote the open ball in R" of centre x and radius e. Then

V(x, e) can be approximated arbitrarily well with respect to Lebesgue measure by

elements of CV. Also/and g are locally Lebesgue integrable. Thus we find that

[     Ay) dy<[     g(y) dy.
JV(x,e) JV(x,e)

Since / and g are superharmonic, we obtain fix) < g(x) upon dividing by the

Lebesgue measure of V(x, e) and letting e decrease to 0.    □

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let 7(0) = 0. Then 7(0) is P''-standard and

law(57.(0); PM) = p = law(A'0; Q). Suppose i E I and PM-standard stopping times

7(0) < • • • < T(j) have been chosen such that law(r0, . . . , Yy P") =

law(Af0, . . ., Xy Q) where Yt = BT(i) for i = 0, . . .,/. We shall show that one can

choose a P^-standard stopping time T(j + 1) > T(j) such that

law(F0, . . . , Yj, Bnj+X); P") = law(^0, . . . , Xp XJ+X; Q).

Let D denote R" and let E denote RJ. Let a = law(A'0,. . . , Xy Q) and let

B = law^n, . . . , Xj, Xj+x; Q). Then a is a probability measure on EJ+X, B is a

probability measure on Ej+2, and the map (x0, . . ., x,, xJ+j) i-» (xq, . . ., xj) car-

ries B onto a. Hence by the measure disintegration theorem there is an a-essentially

unique Borel measurable family (y(x): x G EJ+X) of probability measures on E

such that for all nonnegative Borel functions/on Ej+2 we have

[      fdB=f     a(dx)fy(x)(dxJ+x)f(x,xj+x).
J £j + 2 J 0'+ 1 J
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Now

[     a(dx) [ y(x)(dxJ+x)<i>-(xJ+x) = [     ^~(xJ+x)lD(xJ+x) dB(x0, ..., Xj, x+1)
J EJ+i J D J EJ*2

= f <l>-(y)\av,(XJ+j) (dy).
J D

Since (Xj) is a potential process, law(A}+,) is special so the latter integral is finite.

Hence for a-a.a. x in EJ+X we have

[ y(x)(dxJ+x)®-(xJ+x) < oo.
J D

That is, y(x) is special for a-a.a. x G EJ+X. Let T be the set of open balls V in D

such that the centre of V has rational coordinates and the radius of V is rational.

Since Xq, . . . , Xj, XJ+xis a potential process,

f      *(*,- - y)lD(Xj) dB(x0, ..., xJ+,)
■> FxE

> j       ®(xJ+i - v)lD(x,+ 1) dB(x0, . . ., xJ+x)
JFxE

for all F in Bore\(EJ+') and all y in D. This may be deduced from (a) => (b) of 2.5

by change of variables. Now the first integral in this inequality may also be written

as fF®(xj - yyD(xj) da(x0, . . . , Xj) while the second may be written as

Sf"i{xq, ■ ■ ■ , Xj) U(y) da(x0, . . . , xj). Now if A is any bounded Borel subset of D

then

f U-(Xj - y)\D(Xj) da(x0, ..., xj) dy < f law(^) U_(y) dy < oo
JAJF JA

and

f f[y(x0, ..., Xj)U(y)]- da(x0, . . ., xj) dy < [ \aw(XJ+x)U_(y) dy < oo.
JAJF JA

Thus if V is any element of °V then we may integrate over V with respect to y and

interchange orders of integration to obtain

( ( ®(XJ ~ y)lD(xj) dy da(x0, ..., xj)
JFJy

> f ( y(xo, ■ ■ ■ , xj) U(y) dy da(x0, . . ., xj).
JFJV

it follows that for a-a.a. (x0, . . . , xj) in EJ+X we have, for all V in T,

f Hxj ~ y)\D{xj) dy>[ y(x0, ..., xj)U(y) dy.
Jy Jy

Applying Lemma 3.2 we see that for a-a.a. (x0, . . ., xj) in EJ+X we have, for ally

in D, 8X U(y) > y(x0, . . ., xy) U(y). Thus by ETM, for a-a.a. (xq, . . . , xj) in

EJ X D there exists a P ^-standard stopping time S^Xq, ..., xj) such that

law(5s(Xoi.... Xj); PXj) = y(xo. • ■ • > xj)- (*)
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If n = 1 or 2 then Q(Xj = 3) = 0 so this takes care of a-a.a. x in EJ*'. If n > 3

and (x0, . . . , xj) is in Ej X (3) and 8XU > y(x0, . . ., xj) U then y(x0, . . . , xj)U <

0 which implies that the probability measure y(x0, . . . , xj) can only be 8a. (This

implication is not valid for n = 1 or 2.) Thus in such a case 5(x0, . . ., xj) = 0 is a

stopping time such that (*) is satisfied. Thus we see that one can find a family

(S(x): x E EJ+X) of stopping times such that, for a-a.a. (x0, . . . , xj) in EJ+X,

S(xq, . . . , xj) is P ^-standard and (*) is satisfied. Now as we shall see in the

appendix to this section, this family of stopping times may be chosen so that for

each / in (0, oo) the map (x, w) h> t A S(x)(u) is (Borel EJ+X) ® <S, -measurable.

Let Y denote the map w h> (Y0(u), . . ., Yj(u)) of fi into EJ+l. Now Y is ($7^,

Borel ii7+^-measurable and for each t in (0, 00) the translation operator 9^ is

(®ro)+*> ®,)-measurable. Thus if we define R: Q, -»[0, 00] by

R(o>) = S(Y(o>))(9nj)o>)

then t /\ R is ®rw+r-measurable for each t in (0, 00). As the filtration (®7ta+/) is

right-continuous, it follows that R is a (a^^-stopping time.

Let T(j + 1) = T(j) + R- Clearly T(J + 1) > T(j)- Using the right-continuity

of the filtration (%t) one easily verifies that T(j + 1) is a (®,)-stopping time. Let/

and g be nonnegative Borel functions on Ej+X and E respectively. Then

jf{XQ,...,Xj)g{Xj+x)dQ

= J f(x0, ■ ■ ■ , xj)g(xJ+x) dB(x0, . . ., Xj, xj+x)

= J f(x0, ... , Xj) jg(xj+x)y(x0, . . ., Xj) (dxJ+x)   da(x0, . .., xj)

= f f(x0, ..., xj)Ex\ g(Bs<X(h ...,Xjj)] da(x0, ..., xj)

= fj%Y(U))EW[ g(Bs,Y(a)))} dP»(u)

= //(n«))g(^(y(<j))(07r7)W)) ^P"(to)

= //(y(«))g(5n7+1)(W)) dP»(v)

where the second-to-last step follows from the fact that/(y) is ©T^-measurable

together with a version of the strong Markov property for which the reader may

consult Meyer [2, p. 45, T21]. This shows that law(y0, . . ., YJt B^-^.^; P*1) =

law(Ar0, . . . , Xj, Xj+ j) as desired. If n > 3 this is all we have to do. Otherwise it

remains to show that T(j + 1) is PM-standard. We shall prove this by showing that,

for any compact subset K of D,

E^fJ0+l)lK(B,) rfr] = J[ pU(x) - law(Bnj+x); P")t/(x)] dx < 00.

Observe that we already know that the right-hand integral is finite since w and

law(2?rC/.+ 1); P*1) are equal to law(A'0) and law(A^ + 1) respectively and so are both
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special. Thus it remains only to show the equality of the two integrals. Now T(j) is

P''-standard so

E"[^U\K{Bj) dt} = fj_ pU - law(y,; P*)t/].

Next,

lJT(j) J

= SlS{nuW^\{BA9nj).))dtdP^

= fEW\fS{Yio))lK(B,)dt}dP»(U)

= /**[ J***  ■' XJ\K(BJ) dt} da(x0, ..., Xj)

= fjK[sXju(y) ~ M^W..,*,); Px/)v(y)\ dy Mx0,• • •, xj)

= Jjf [8xU(y) - y(x0, . . . , xj)U(y)] dy da(xQ, ..., xj)

= j f[8xU(y) - y(x0, ..., xj)U(y)] da(Xo, . . ., xj) dy

= I / ®(Xj ~y)~ f®(xJ+' ~ y)v(x<» • • •' xj) (dxj+1) ^(^ • • •»■»&) *

= j" j<S>(xj - y) da(x0, . . ., xj) - f®(xJ+x - y) dB(x0, ..., xJ+x) dy

= f law(Xj)U(y) - law(A}+1)t/(y) dy
J K

= (law(Yy P")t/(y) - law(Bnj+X); P")U(y) dy.
JK

Here the second step follows from the same version of the strong Markov

property cited earlier in the proof and the fourth step follows from the fact that

S(x0, . . . , Xj) is P ^-standard for a-a.a. (x0, . . . , xj). Thus we see that

EA fT0 + l)lK(B,) dt] = [ pU(y) - law(5n,.+ 1); P»)U(y) dy

as desired. This completes the proof.    □

3A. Appendix to §3. In this appendix we establish the result on measurable

selection of stopping times which was used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We begin

by fixing some notation which will be used throughout this appendix. Let

(A, <3r, %, X,, P) be an adapted measurable stochastic process with state space

(E, &) and time set [0, oo]. By this we mean that:

(a) (A, <Sr, P) is a probability space;

(b) (E, &) is a measurable space;
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(c) (Sj) is an increasing family of sub-a-fields of S indexed by [0, oo];

(d) (Xj) is a family of maps from A to £ indexed by [0, oo];

(e) for each /, X, is (S(, (£)-measurable;

(f) the map (t, w) n> Xt(u) is ((Borel[0, oo]) ® S, (Immeasurable.

Note that if p is any probability measure on Rg and we take (A, S", Sj, X„ P) =

(fl, <$>,%„ B„ P*1) and (E, &) = (Rg, Borel Rnd) then (a)-(f) are satisfied. (See the

beginning of §3 for the definition of (fl, 65, 65,, B„ P*).) The assumption that this

particular choice of (A, S, S,, X„ P) and (E, &) has been taken will be referred to

as the hypothesis (BMM). If S is countably generated mod P (that is, if there exists

a countably generated sub-a-field § of S such that for every F in S" there exists G

in § such that P(P" A C7) = 0, where A denotes symmetric difference) then we

shall say that the hypothesis (CG) is satisfied. Note that (BM*1) implies (CG). As is

well known, (CG) is satisfied iff L'(A, S, P) is separable.

For any S-measurable map /: A -»[0, oo] let [/] = {g: A -+ [0, oo]| g is ^-mea-

surable and P(f ¥=g) = 0). Let 615 denote the space {[/]|/: A -> [0, oo] is ^-mea-

surable} equipped with the topology of convergence in measure. As is well known,

615 is completely metrizable; it is separable iff (CG) is satisfied. Let S 5" be the

subspace of 615" defined by

S "3" = {[ 7]: 7 is an (^-stopping time}.

(Of course 615 stands for "random times" and S 5" stands for "stopping times".)

3A.1. Lemma. If (Sj) is right-continuous and iff: A —»[0, oo] has the property that

for every t in [0, oo) there exists F in Sj such that P({/<f}AP) = 0 then there is

an (S,)-stopping time T such that P(T ¥=f) = 0.

Proof. For each nonnegative rational r choose a set Fr in Sr such that

P({/ < r) A Fr) = 0. Define 7 by 7(w) = sup{r: w £ Fr), where sup 0 = 0. Then

7(o>) < r iff there exists a rational r < t such that w G Fr. Thus {7 < t) =

Ur<l Fr, which belongs to Sj. As (Sj) is right-continuous this implies that 7 is a

stopping time. Now

{/<'}- U {/<r}- U Fr-{T<t}    (modP)
r<t r<t

so P(f < t < 7) = 0 and P(7 < t < /) = 0 for all r. It follows that P(f < 7) = 0

and P(7 </) = 0, Thus P(7 ¥=f) = 0.    □

3A.2. Corollary. .//(Sj) w right-continuous then S 5" is cAmcy* Aj 615".

Proof. Let ([ 7j]) be a sequence in S 5 converging in 615" to [/]. (It is enough to

consider sequences as 615" is metrizable.) Passing to a subsequence, we may

suppose that Tj. -+/ P-a.s. For t in [0, oo] let F, = U, D J>t{Tj < - 2"'}. Then

F, E S, and P({/ < t) A Tj) = 0. Thus by 3A.1 there is an (S,)-stopping time 7

such that P(f ¥=T) = 0. That is, [/] G S 5".   □

3A.3. Proposition. Suppose (CG) is satisfied. Then there is a map t h> f defined

on S 5" 5«cA fAar:

(a) for every r in S 5", f G t;
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(b) for every t in [0, oo], the map (r, «)h;/\ f(«) is (Borel S 5") ® Sj-

measurable.

(Observe that if (%) is right-continuous then (b) implies that t is a stopping time

for every r in S 5.)

Proof. For each nonnegative rational r and each t in S 5" let A/ be the measure

on Sr defined by \j(F) = P(F n {t < r}). Note that t i-» a;(F) is Borel(S S>

measurable (in fact it is continuous on S 5") for any F G Sj.. Now Sj. is countably

generated mod P as the larger a-field S is. Thus by the principal of measurable

selection of .• epresentatives (see, for example, Meyer [3, pp. 194-195]) we can

choose, for each t, a version fj of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of Kj with respect

to P|Sr in such a way that the map (t, to) r-»/T(«) is (Borel § 5") ® Sr-measurable.

Since (t < r) is P-almost equal to a set in Sj., we have that// = l(T<r) P-a.s. for

each t in S 5. Let Fj = {fj = 1}. Then we have P({t < r) A FTr) = 0 for each t

in S 5". Now for t in S 5 define f: A —> [0, oo] by

f(w) = sup(r: w G Pjf}

where as usual we take sup 0 = 0.

Then {(t, w): f(w) < t) = (J r«{(T, «): /Tr(w) = 1} which clearly belongs to

(Borel S 5") <8> Sj. This implies (b). Also for each t,

{f < /} = |J   f; = (J   {t < r} = {t < t)    (mod P)

whence f G t.    □

3A.4. Lemma. Let M be the set of probability measures on (E, 6B) and let 91L be

the smallest o-field of subsets of M which makes the functions of the form m G

M h> m(A) (A G &) measurable. Then the map [/] h-» law(A/) from 615" to M is

(Borel 615", ^-measurable.

Proof. Let •?) be the set of bounded measurable real-valued processes Y over

(A, S) with time set [0, oo] such that [/] i-> E(Yf) is a Borel function on 61S. If F

has continuous sample paths then this function is actually continuous on 615". By a

monotone class argument it then follows that ty contains all bounded measurable

real-valued processes over (A, S) with time set [0, oo]. Let A be in & and let

Y, = lA(Xj) (0 < t < oo). By what we have just seen, [/] h» E(Yj) is a Borel

function on 615. But E(Yj) = P(Xf E A) = \aw(Xf)(A).   □

3A.5. Lemma. Le/ p be a special probability measure on R" and suppose the

hypothesis (BM*') is satisfied. Let

S S 5 = {[ 7]: T is a P^-standardstopping time}.

Then S § 5" « a 5we7 .swA.K?f o/ S 5.

Proof. By 3A.4, the map [7] h-» law(2?7.)(/l) is Borel(S 5)-measurable for every

Borel subset A of Rg. Similarly, so are the maps [7] h> lav/(BTAI)(A), where t is in

[0, oo), since [T] ^ [T/\ t] is a continuous map of S 5 into itself for each such t.

Now 7 is P^-standard iff law(2?7-) is special and \aw(BTAk)U > law(5r)U for each
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positive integer k. Combining these observations with Lemma 3.2 we see that S S 5"

is indeed a Borel set in S S\   □

3A.6. Proposition. Assume (Sj) is right-continuous and (CG) is satisfied. Suppose

also that (E, (3,) is countably generated. Let 5" be a Borel subset of S 5", let (Z, ^D, a)

be a o-finite measure space, let (M, 91L) be the measurable space of probability

measures on (E, 6£) as described in 3A.4, and let z i-» v(z) be a (<3), 91L)-measurable

map of Z into M. Let

Zx = {z E Z: v(z) = law(Ar7.) for some [7] G 5"}.

Then:

(a) Z, is measurable with respect to the completion a of a;

(b) ifa(Z \ Zx) = 0 then there is a family (7(z))zez of stopping times such that:

(i)for each t in (0, oo) the map (z, to) h* r A T(z)(cS) is ^D <8> Sj-measurable;

(ii) for a-a.a. z E Z, [T(z)\ E 5" and v(z) = law(Ar7-w).

Proof. As (CG) is satisfied, 615 is a Polish space. As (Sj) is right-continuous,

S S is closed in 615", by 3A.2. Thus (S S\ Borel SS") is a Lusinian measurable

space in the sense of Meyer and Dellacherie [1]. Now (Af, 911) is separated and

countably generated since (E, &) is countably generated. Also, [7] i-» law(Ar7.) is

(Borel S 5", 91t)-measurable by 3A.4. It follows that

Mx = {law(AV): [7] G 5}

belongs to Souslin(?fll). Therefore Z, = (z G Z: v(z) E Mx) is an element of

SouslinC^)) and hence Z, is a-measurable. This proves (a).

Now assume a(Z \ Zj) = 0. By the measurable selection theorem on p. 251 of

Dellacherie and Meyer [1], there is a function ^: Mx —»5 such that ^ is

(a(Souslin(?)ll|Af1)), Borel(§> 5))-measurable and law("A'^(tl)") = p for all p in A/,.

Let

f*Of»)    ifzGZ,,

°{Z)      [[0]    if zEZ\Zx.

Then the map z hh> o(z) is (a(Souslin(6D)), Borel(S 5))-measurable and for a-a.a. z

in Z_we have that o(z) is in 5 and law^'A^") = v(z). Now in particular, z h> o(z)

is (^D, Borel(S 5))-measurable, where ^D is the completion of ^D with respect to a.

As Borel(S 5") is countably generated, it follows that for some Z0 in ^D satisfying

a(Z \ Z0) = 0 we have that z i-> o(z) is (^D, Borel(S 5))-measurable on Z0. Now

let

j  o(z)        if Z   G   Zq,

T(Z)      [[0]      ifzGZ\Z0.

Then z i-» t(z) is (^D, Borel(S S))-measurable and for a-a.a. z in Z we have that

t(z) is in 5 and law("A'T(z)") = v(z). Finally, let tHt be as in 3A.3 and let

T(z) = (t(z))~ for all z in Z. Clearly the family (7(z))zGZ has the desired proper-

ties.    □
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Now here is the result on measurable selection of stopping times we used in the

proof of Theorem 3.1.

3A.7. Corollary. Let (Z, 60,a) be a o-finite measure space. Let D = R" and

E = Rg. Suppose 77 is a measurable map of Z into D and y is a measurable map from

Z into the space of probability measures on E such that, for a-a.a. z in Z, y(z) is

special and 8^z)U > y(z)U. Then there is a family (S(z))zSZ of (65,)-stopping times

such that:

(a) for each t in (0, oo) the map (z, u) i-» t A S(z)(u) is °D <8> 65,-measurable;

(b) for a-a.a. z in Z, S(z) is P*z)-standard and lavt(Bs(z); P*2)) = y(z).

Proof. Let 8 be the unit point mass at the origin in R" and let (A, S, S,, Xt, P)

= (fl, 65, 65,, B„ Ps). Then (CG) is satisfied and (Sj) is right-continuous. Note

also that (E, Borel E) is countably generated. Let 5" be the set of P*-standard

stopping times. Then 5 is a Borel set in S 5 by 3A.5. For each z in Z let v(z) be

the translate of y(z) by -7r(z), so that 8U > v(z) U for a-a.a. z in Z. By ETM, for

a-a.a. z in Z there exists 7 in 5" such that law(5r; Ps) = v(z). Thus by 3A.6 there

is a family (7(z))zGZ of stopping times such that:

(a') for each t in (0, oo) the map (z, o>)^ t /\ 7(z)(to) is ^D ® 65,-measurable;

(b') for a-a.a. z in Z, [7(z)] is in 5 and \aw(Bnz); Ps) = v(z).

Now for each z in Z let S(z) be "the translate of 7(z) by + 77(z)". Clearly the

family (S(z))zEZ has the required properties.   □

4. Enlargements of probability spaces. In §3 we considered an enlargement of the

canonical realization of Brownian motion for the case n > 2. This enlargement was

of a particularly simple type; essentially we just took the product of the canonical

realization of Brownian motion with (L, £, X) where L = (0, 1), £ = Borel L, and

A = Lebesgue measure on L. That such an enlargement is needed for the embed-

ding of a discrete-time potential process in Brownian motion follows from the fact

that it is already necessary for ETM. For example if n > 2 and if p is the unit point

mass at 0 in R" while v is the probability measure on R" which has half its mass at

0 and the other half uniformly distributed on {x G R": ||x|| = 1} then the hypothe-

ses of ETM are satisfied but there is no CW^-stopping time 7 such that

lav/(BT; n^) = v. This follows from the zero-one law (i.e., the fact that ^ is

IP-trivial) and the fact that since n > 2, l\\Bt = 0 for some t > 0) = 0. (Here we

are using the notations from the beginning of §3.)

It is an open question whether a product enlargement such as we considered in

the discrete-time case suffices for the embedding of continuous-time potential

processes in Brownian motion. However we shall see in the next section that a

right-continuous potential process with initial law p can be embedded in an

"optional" enlargement of the canonical realization of Brownian motion with

initial law p by means of a right-continuous increasing family of standard stopping

times. In this section we shall discuss enlargements of probability spaces and

especially optional enlargements of filtered probability spaces. We remark that

what we call optional enlargements are essentially the distributional enlargements

of Baxter and Chacon [2].
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4.1. Definition. Let (ft, S, P)_be a probability space. An enlargement of

(ft, S", P) is a probability space (ft, S, P) together with a map xp: ft -*• ft such that ^

is (S, S)-measurable and ^(P) = P. (By i//(P) we mean the measure Q on S"

defined by f2(P") = PWf^])-)
4.2. Definition. Let (ft, S) and (X, &) be measurable spaces. By a randomized

random variable in (A', (J) (over (ft, S")) we mean a map x defined on ft taking

values in the set of probability measures on (£, such that the function to i-» x(u)(A)

is S-measurable for each A in (£.

If AT is a topological space then by a randomized random variable in A" we mean

a randomized random variable in (X, Borel X), where Borel X is of course the

a-field generated by the open subsets of X.

4.3. Abbreviations.

rv = random variable;

rrv = randomized random variable;

rt = random time = rv in [0, oo];

rrt = randomized random time = rrv in [0, oo].

4.4. Definition. Let (ft, S, P) be a probability space and let (ft, S, P, xp) be an

enlargement of (ft, S, P). Let (X, &) be a measurable space and let/be an rv in

(X, <$.) over (ft, S). An rrv x in (X, &) over (ft, S) will be said to correspond to /iff

we have

p(/-'[^] n *->[f]) = f X(")04) <*?(«)
JF

for all /I in & and F in S. In other words, x corresponds to / iff x is a regular

conditional distribution of /with respect to P given (xp, S).

If Xi and X2 are two rrv's in (X, &) over (ft, S) corresponding to/ then for each

A in & we have P({to: Xi(«)(^) ^ X2(w)(^)}) = 0. If (J is countably generated then

by a monotone class argument, (xi ¥* xj) belongs to S and P(xx ¥* Xz) = 0- Thus

when <$ is countably generated, an rrv in (X, (£) over (ft, S") corresponding to/is

P-essentially unique if it exists. If & is countably generated and the measure law(/)

is inner regular with respect to a semicompact class then an rrv in (X, &) over

(ft, S) corresponding to / exists; see Sazonov [1, Theorem 7]. (Let us remark in

passing that if one weakens slightly the definition of a regular conditional distribu-

tion of / with respect to P given (xp, S~) then one can prove that such a thing exists

assuming that law(/) is inner regular with respect to a semicompact class. That is,

the requirement that & be countably generated can be dropped. This is due to

Pachl [1].) If the measurable space (X, &) is "nice" then the requirement that

law(/) be inner regular with respect to a semicompact class is satisfied automati-

cally. More precisely, let (X', &') be the quotient of (X, &) obtained by identifying

points of X which cannot be separated by an element of &. Then (a) through (d)

below are equivalent:

(a) (X, &) is countably generated and every finite measure on & is inner regular

with respect to a semicompact class (depending on the measure).

(b) (X', <£') is Borel isomorphic to a universally measurable subspace of R.
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(c) (X', &') is Borel isomorphic to a universally measurable subspace of a Polish

space.

(d) (X, &) is countably generated and (A", &') is universally measurable in every

countably separated measurable space in which it is Borel embedded.

If we are given an rrv x in (X, &) over (ft, S", P) then we can always find an

enlargement (ft, S, P, xp) of (ft, S, P) such that x corresponds to an rv/ in (X, &)

over (ft, S, P); namely let

8 = 8x1,

S= S® (2,
P(.F) = fa X(«)(*X«)) dP(u) for F in S (here F(o>) = (x G X: (to, x) G F}) =

section of F over u,

xp = projection of ft on ft,

/ = projection of ft on X.

If we are given rv's /, and f2 over an enlargement of a probability space, and

corresponding rrv's Xi and Xi over ine original probability space, there is no way to

recover the joint distribution of/, and/2 from Xi, X2> and the original probability

space alone. This is why one must consider enlargements and not just rrv's.

4.5. Terminology. By a filtered probability space we mean a system (ft, S", S,, P)

where (ft, S, P) is a probability space and (S,) is an increasing family of sub-a-

fields of S indexed by [0, oo].

4.6. Definition. An enlargement of a filtered probability space (ft, S, Sj, P) is a

filtered probability space (ft, S", S,, P) together with a map ^: ft-»ft such that

(ft, S, P, t//) is an enlargement of (ft, S", P) and u> is (S,, S,)-measurable for all t in

[0, oo].

Now any old enlargement of (ft, S, S,, P) may be rather bad in the sense that its

filtration may be so large as to bear no useful relationship to the original filtration

(Sj). For example, we could have S, = S for all t. In the next definition we single

out the "good" enlargements. In results which follow, it will become clear why

these enlargements are good.

4.7. Definition. An enlargement (ft, S, Sj, P, xp) of a filtered probability space

(ft, S, Sj, P) will be called optional iff for each t in [0, oo) and each F in S, there

exists an S,-measurable version of P(F\xp, S). (We remark that by a version of

P(F\xp, S) we mean an S-measurable function/on ft such that P(F n xp~x[G]) =

jGf dP for all GinS.)

Equivalently, the enlargement is optional iff for each t in [0, oo) and each F in S,

there exists a ^"'(S^-measurable version of P(F|t//_1(S)). In other words, the

enlargement is optional iff, for 0 < t < oo, S, and ^"'(S) are conditionally

independent given i//_1(S,); see Meyer [3, p. 52, T51]. The notion of optional

enlargement is a slight generalization of the notion of distributional enlargement

defined in Baxter and Chacon [2]. Recall that stopping times are also referred to as

optional times. The equivalence of (a) and (b) in the following proposition is the

reason for our choice of the term "optional" to describe these enlargements.

4.8. Proposition. Let (ft, S", S,, P) be an enlargement of a filtered probability

space (ft, S, S,, P). For any process (Xj) with sample space ft let (Xj) denote the
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process (X, ° xp), which has sample space ft. Consider the following statements:

(a) The enlargement is optional.

(b) Whenever 7 is an (S,)-stopping time and r is an rrv in [0, oo] over (ft, S)

corresponding to 7 we have that for each t in [0, oo) there exists an Sj-measurable

function A such that

P({o> E ft: r(to)([0, t]) * A(to)}) = 0.

(c) Whenever (A',)0<i<oo is a martingale over (ft, S, S,, P) then (Ar,)0<,<00 « a

martingale over (ft, S, S,, P).

(d) Whenever (E, <$,) is a measurable space and (Ar,)0<,<00 is a Markov process in

(E, &) over (ft, S, Sj, P) then (Ar,)0</<00 « a Markov process over (ft, S, Sj, P).

(e) Whenever (E, &■) is a measurable space, (Ps,,)o<,s<t<,<x> 's a Markov transition

function on (E, &) and (Ar,)0</<00 is a Markov process in (E, &) over (ft, S, S,, P)

with transition function (Pst) then (Xt) is a Markov process over (ft, S, S,, P) wAA

transition function (P,,).

Then (a) is equivalent to (b), and (a) implies (c), (d), and (e). // /or every F in S

/Aere exists G in ®sx such that P(F A G) = 0 then (a), (b), (c), and" (d) are

equivalent.

Proof, (a) => (b). Fix / in [0, oo). Now H = { 7 < /} belongs to Sj so there exists

an S,-measurable version A of P(H\xp, S). But since t corresponds to 7, t()([0, r])

is a version of P(7/|uV, S). Hence P(t(-)([0, t]) ¥= A) = 0.

(b) =s> (a). Choose t in [0, oo) and H in S,. Let

r . f'     on H'
I oo    on ft \77.

Then 7 is an (S,)-stopping time and (7 < t) = H. By the discussion following

Definition 4.4, there exists an rrv t in [0, oo] over (ft, S) corresponding to 7.

By assumption there exists an S,-measurable function A such that

P(r(-)([0,r])#A) = 0.

Then A  is an  S,-measurable version of P(H\xp, S). Thus the enlargement is

optional.

Now let us make an observation. Let § and % be sub-a-fields of S with § C %

and let § be a sub-a-field of S such that ^ is (§, § )-measurable. Then (*) and (**)

below are equivalent:

(») For every G in §, there exists a § -measurable version of P(G\xp, %).

(**) For every A in L'(ft, 9C, P) we have E(h ° t//|g) = E(h\3) ° i// P-a.s.

To see that (*) implies (**), choose A in L'(ft, DC, P) and G in § and let g be a

§ -measurable version of P(G|t//, %). Then

f h°xpdP = E[P(G\xP, %)h] = E[ gh]

= E[ gE(h\§)] = f E(h\§) o ̂  rfP
•'c
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and E(h\§) ° xp is g-measurable^ Hence F(A|@) ° xp = F(A ° xp\@) P-a.s. To see

that (**) implies (*), choose G in Q. Then for any A in L'(ft, DC, P),

F{F[P(G|if, DC)|§]A} = F{P(G|^, DC)F(A|§)}

= f F(A|g) °xpdP= f E(h o ̂ |g) dP= [ h°xpdP
JG JG JG

= E{P(G\xp,X)h}.

Therefore F[P(G|^, DC)|§] = P(G|t|<, DC) P-a.s.

(a) => (c). This follows immediately from (*) => (**).

(a)=>(d). The assumption is that (Xj) is adapted to (Sj) and E(f(Xj)\<5j) =

E(f(Xj)\o(Xs)) P-a.s. whenever 0 < 5 < t < oo and/ is a bounded (^-measurable

function on E. Let s, t, and /be so chosen. Then using (*) => (**) we see that

E{j\X,)\%) = E(f(X,) o *|S,) = F(/(A-,)|SJ . *

= E(f(X,)\o(Xs)) o ^ = £[/(*,) o t/#-'(a(X))]

-£(/(^)|a(^)    P-a.s.

Also, it is clear that (A,) is adapted to (S,).

(a)=>(e). Here the assumption is that (A",) is (S,)-adapted and E(f(X,)\%) =

Pst(Xs,f) P-a.s. whenever 0 < s < t < oo and / is a bounded 6£-measurable

function on E. The proof that this is also true of the enlarged process is similar to

the proof of (a) => (d).

For the remainder of the proof we suppose that for every F in S there exists G in

S^ such that P(F A G) = 0.

(c) => (a). Let A be in L'(ft, S, P) and let X± = F(A|S,) for 0 < t < oo. Then (Xj)

is a martingale over (ft, S, S,, P)._Hence (A",) is a martingale over (ft, Sj S,, P).

Thus for any j in [0, <x>), J?LYJS,) = AJ P-a.s. But Xx = A P-a.s. and AJ =

F(A|SJ ° xp. Thus F(A ° xp\%) = £(A|SS) ° i/> P-a.s. By (»*)=>(*), it follows that

the enlargement is optional.

(d) =s> (a). Choose (E, &) and (A",) so that S, = Xyx(&) for 0 < t < oo. (This is

possible. For example, we can take E = [0, oo] X ft, (2 = the a-field of (Sj)-pro-

gressively measurable sets, and A",(to) = (/, u>).) It is trivial that (A",) is Markov over

(ft, S, S,, P). Hence by assumption, (A,) is Markov over (ft, S, Sj, P). Let A be a

bounded S-measurable function on ft. Then A is equal P-a.s. to some bounded

Sj^ -measurable function g. As S^ = A"~'((2), there is a bounded & -measurable

function/on E such that g = /(Ar00). Then for any s in [0, oo) we have

E{A^)\%) = EifixJoiXJ))

= F[/(A-J o WW.))] = E(f(Xj\o(Xs)) o +

= E(f(Xx)\<»j) o ^ P-a.s.

As A = f(Xx) P-a.s., it follows that F(A ° t/*|Sj = F(A|SJ ° xp P-a.s. By ap-

proximation, this extends to any A in L'(ft, DC, P). Then by (**)=^(*), it follows

that the enlargement is optional.
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Remarks. (1) A randomized (%)-stopping time (abbreviated (S,)-rst) is an rrt t

over (ft, S) such that the function « h> t(«)([0, r]) is S,-measurable for each t in

[0, oo]. If (S,) is right-continuous and x is an rrt over (ft, S) such that for every t in

[0, oo) there exists an S,-measurable function / such that P(x(-)([P> ']) ^f) = 0

then one can show there exists an (S,)-rst t such that P(t ¥= x) = 0- (This is

analogous to Lemma 3A.1.) Thus when (Sj) is right-continuous, (a) is also equiva-

lent to:

(b') To every (S,)-stopping time there corresponds an (S,)-rst.

(2) The statements (c), (d), and (e) have been phrased in terms of processes with

time set [0, oo]. One can also consider the analogous statements (c')> (d'), and (e')

for processes with time set [0, oo). Then one can show that (a) implies (c'), (d'), and

(e'), and that if for every f in f there exists G in <r(Uo<i<oo5j) sucn mat

P(F A G) = 0 then (a), (c'), and (d') are equivalent.

4.9. Proposition. Let (ft, S, Sj, P, xp) be an enlargement of a filtered probability

space (ft, S, S,, P). Let (E, &) be a measurable space and let (Xt)0<l<o0 be a

Markov process in (E, &) over (ft, S, Sj, P). Let X, = X, ° xp for 0 < t < oo.

Suppose

(a) for every F in S there exists G in o(X,: 0 < t < oo) such that P(F A G) = 0;

(b) (X,)^,^ is Markov over (ft, S", S„ P).

7Aen (ft, S, Sj, P, i//) is an optional enlargement of (ft, S, Sj, P).

Proof. By (**) => (*) of the proof of 4.8, it is sufficient (and necessary) to show

that for each/in L'(ft, S, P) and each t in [0, oo) we have

£(/°,||S,) = F(/|S,W   P-™-

In view of (a) it is enough to show this for/of the form ghx(X,) • • ■ hk(X, ) where

t < tx < ■ ■ ■ < tk < oo, g is a bounded S,-measurable function on ft, and

A,, . . . , hk are bounded & -measurable functions on E. Then

E(f°m) = (g ° ^)E(hx(x,) ■ ■ ■ hk(xik)&)

= (g ° xp)E(hx(xt) ■ ■ ■ hk(xtt)\o(x,))

-(go xp)E{[hx(X,) ■ • • A,(A"J] o xp\rx(o(X,))}

= (g o ,/,)(£(A^A-,,) ■ • • hk(Xtk)\o(X,)} . xp)

= (g ° xp)(E{hx(X,) ■ ■ ■ hk(Xlt)\V,} ° +)

= [gF(A1(A-„)---AJt(A-J|S,)]o^

= £(/|Sj) o xp   P-a.s.

In the second and fifth steps here we have used (iii) => (ii) of (a) of Theorem 1.3 on

p. 12 of Blumenthal and Getoor [1].   □

Remarks. (1) I thank Dr. Martin Barlow of the University of Liverpool for

showing me how to prove the above proposition.
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(2) The analogous proposition for the case when (A",) has time set [0, oo) can be

obtained as a corollary by setting Xx equal to a constant function.

(3) Let p be a probability measure on R" and let (ft, 65°, 65°, B„ PM) be the

canonical realization of Brownian motion in R" having initial law p and with

uncompleted a-fields. To be a bit more explicit, ft is the set of maps to: [0, oo] —> Rjj

such that co is continuous on [0, oo) (recall 3 is an isolated point of Rg) and

u(oo) = 3, 5,(to) = w(0 for u in_ft_and_0 < / < oo, 65? = o(Bs: 0 < s < t) for

0 < t < oo, and 65° = 65^,. If (ft, 65, 65,, P, xp) is an optional enlargement of

(ft, 65°, 65?, P*) and B, = B, ° xp for 0 < t < oo then (ft, 65, 65,, B,, P) is a
Brownian motion process in R" with initial law jit, by (a) => (e) of 4.8. Also for each

u in ft, xp(u) is the sample path (5,(to))0<(<00.

On the other hand, suppose we are given a Brownian motion process

(ft, 65, 65,, B„ P) in R" with initial law ft. For each w in ft let ^(co) be the sample

path (B,(u))q<1<00. Then Bt ° xp = Bt for 0 < 1 < oo and one verifies easily that

(ft, 65, 65,, P, xp) is an enlargement of (ft, 65°, 65?, P"); it follows from Proposition

4.9 that it is an optional enlargement. Thus Brownian motion processes in R" with

initial law p are essentially the same thing as optional enlargements of

(ft, 65°, 65?, B„ P").

4.10. A topology on the randomized random variables. Let H be a compact

metrizable space. Then C(H), the space of continuous real-valued functions on H,

equipped with the supremum norm, is a separable Banach space. Let (ft, S) be a

measurable space. A Caratheodory function (over (ft, S; H)) is a real-valued

function <p on ft X H such that <K«,) is continuous on H for every to in ft and

</>(•, A) is S-measurable for every A in H. It is a simple matter to show that every

Caratheodory function is S ® (Borel ///-measurable and that a map/: ft —* C(H)

is S-measurable iff the function (to, A) (-» f(u)(h) is Caratheodory. Now let P be a

probability measure on S. Then £'(ft, S, P; C(H)) will denote the space of

S-measurable functions/: ft -^ C(H) such that

\\AU = f\\f(»)l»P<ir(<»)

is finite. £'(ft, S, P; C(H)) is a complete seminormed linear space when equipped

with the seminorm || ||,. If x is an rrv in H over (ft, S) then x gives rise to a

continuous linear functional < • , x)p on £'(ft> S, P; C(A)) defined by

</. X)p= f f /(«)(A) X(«)(t/A) P(doo).

Using a couple of Riesz representation theorems, one verifies easily that a

continuous linear functional A on £'(ft, S, P; C(H)) is of the form < • , x)p lOT

some rrv x in H over (ft, S) iff / > 0 implies A(f) > 0, and A(l) = 1. Note that in

this case one necessarily has ||A|| = 1. Thus the set of linear functionals of the form

< ' > x)/» where x is an rrv in H over (ft, S), is a bounded weak*-closed subset of

the dual of £'(ft, S, P; C(H)). It follows that if we equip the space of randomized

random variables in H over (ft, S) with the topology generated by the maps of the

form x l_> (/. x)/> where / is in £'(ft, S, P; C(H)), then it is a compact regular
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(almost never Hausdorff) space which we shall denote by 6t6tcV(ft, S, P; //).

Note that if S is countably generated mod P then £'(ft, S, P; C(H)) is separable

and 6161^(0, S, P; H) is pseudometrizable. If § is a sub-a-field of S containing

all the P-null sets of S then StSlT^, §, P; H) is closed in 6161^, S, P; 77).
From this it follows that the closure of every countable subset of

6l6lcV(ft, S, P; //) is pseudometrizable and that StSt^B, S, P; //) is sequen-

tially compact, even when S is not countably generated mod P.

4.11. The space of right-continuous increasing functions. Let H denote the set of

increasing right-continuous maps A: [0, oo) —»[0, oo]. (When we say A is increasing

we just mean that a < b implies h(a) < h(b).) Since [0, oo] may be identified with

[0, 1] by means of an order-preserving homeomorphism, H may be identified in a

natural way with the space of distribution functions of positive measures ft on

[0, oo) satisfying ft([0, oo)) < 1. The space of such measures is compact and

metrizable in its vague topology, so H becomes a compact metrizable space by

means of this identification. Clearly the topology so induced on H does not depend

on the particular order-preserving homeomorphism between [0, oo] and [0, 1] which

we used. As is well known, a sequence (A„) in H converges to A in H iff

hn(a) -» h(a) for each continuity point a of A. Now each A in H is continuous at all

but countably many points of [0, oo). Thus if <j> is any continuous function on

[0, oo] and/is any Lebesgue integrable function on [0, oo) then the function

A i-> [      f(a)$(h(aj) da
•/[0,oo)

is continuous on H. Using the right-continuity of the A's we can deduce from this

that, for each a in [0, oo), the evaluation map A i-> h(a) is a Borel function on DC.

Now countably many of these evaluation maps suffice to separate the points of H.

Let DC = Borel H. As (H, DC) is a Souslinian (indeed Lusinian) measurable space

in the sense of Dellacherie and Meyer [1], this implies that DC is the smallest a-field

on H making all the evaluation maps measurable. For each t in [0, oo] let DC, be the

a-field on H generated by the sets of the form (AG//: h(a) E E) where a is in

[0, oo) and E is in Borel[0, t]. Clearly (DC,) is an increasing family of countably

generated sub-a-fields of DC and DCj^ = DC.

4.12. Proposition. Let (ft, S, S„ P) be a filtered probability space. Assume (S,) is

right-continuous. Let H, DC, DC, be as in 4.11. Let x be an rrv in H over (ft, S). Also

let_

ft = ft X H,

S= S® DC,
5- Q,>,S, ®%Jor0<t<°o,
s  = s^ ® %M,
P(E) = "B X(w)(%o)) dP(u)for F in S,

xp = projection of ft on ft.

7Ae« the following are equivalent:

(a) (ft, S, Sj, P, xp) is an optional enlargement o/(ft, S, S„ P).
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(b) For any t in [0, oo) and any A in DC, there is an ^-measurable function | such

that

P({<o G ft: x(")(A) * «*>)}) = 0.

(c) Whenever t E [0, oo), k E N, a0, . . . , ak E [0, oo), e G (0, oo), </>„,..., <f>k are

continuous functions on [0, oo] which vanish on [t, oo], g is the function on H defined

by

g(A)= n[;r+t*,(%))^
, = 0[  e Jai

andf E L'(ft, S, P) .sucA rAa/ F(/|S,) = 0 then </ ® g, x>/> = 0; rAtff is,

f f /(w) g(A) xH(tfA) P(tAo) = 0.
•'fi-'//

Proof. First note that (ft, S, Sj, P, t//) is always an enlargement of (ft, S", S,, P).

(a) => (b). If A is in DC, then ft X A is in Sj and P(ft X A\xp, S) = x(-)(^) ^-a.s.

(b) =s> (c). For each i, <£, = 0 on [r, oo] so A i-» <£,(A(a)) is DC,--measurable for each

a in [0, oo]. It follows that g is DC,--measurable. Thus x(')(g) is equal P-a.s. to an

S,-measurable function. Hence E(fx(-)(g)) = 0; i.e., </ ® g, x>/> = 0-

(c) => (b). First, for any g of the sort described, we can conclude that x( •)(g) is

equal P-a.s. to an S,-measurable function. Then (letting e->0) we find that

whenever t E [0, oo), k E N, a0, . . . , ak E [0, oo), and </>0, . . . , <$>k are continuous

functions on [0, oo] which vanish on [/, oo] then the function

Ih x(') (^A)II*_0 <Pj(h(aj)) is equal P-a.s. to an S,-measurable function. From this

(by a monotone class argument) we can conclude that, for any t in [0, oo) and any

A in DC, , x('X^) is equal P-a.s. to an S,-measurable function. Then using the

right-continuity of (Sj) we obtain the desired conclusion.

(b) => (a). By a monotone class argument, one finds that if t is in [0, oo) and F is

in Sj ® DC, then to r-» x(u)(B(lo)) is equal P-a.s. to an S,-measurable function.

Using the right-continuity of (Sj), one finds that this conclusion is still valid if F is

only in Sj. But for any F in S, x(-)(F(-)) is a version of P(F\xp, S).    □

Remark. A right-continuous (S,)-time change is a right-continuous increasing

family (Ta)0<a<oo of (S,)-stopping times. Another way of looking at such an object

is to say that it is a map 7: ft -» H such that for t in [0, oo) and A in DC, we have

7_1[^4] in S,. (The correspondence is (Ta) = (7(-)(a)).) From this point of view,

condition (b) of the proposition just says that x is what would logically be called a

randomized right-continuous (Sj)-time change (at least if % contains all the P-null

sets of S).

4.13. Theorem. Let (ft, S, Sj, P) be a filtered probability space. Assume (Sj) is

right-continuous. Let H, DC, DC, be as in 4T1 and let ft, 9,9„4> be as in 4.12. Let 0

be the set of probability measures P on S .sucA that (ft, S, Sj, P, xp) is an optional

enlargement of (ft, S, S,, P). Let 0 be given the topology generated by the maps of

the form

P^  f      f(a)(h)P(da>,dh)
■'fix//
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where f ranges over £'(ft, S, P; C(H)). Then:

(a) 0 is compact;

(b) if S is countably generated mod P /Ae/i 0 is metrizable;

(c) /Ae closure of any countable subset of 0 is metrizable;

(d) 0 is sequentially compact.

Proof. Let 6' be the set of all probability measures P on S^ such that xp(P) = P,

and let 9 be topologized analogously to 0. Let 61 = 6l6lcV(ft, S", P; //) topolo-

gized as in 4.10. Define <p: 61 -h> S> by

*(x)(*") = f xO>)(*fr)) dP(oS).

By the measure disintegration theorem, <j> is onto 9. From the definitions of the

topologies of S5 and 61 it is evident that a set K is open in 61 iff it is of the form

<p~x[ W] for some W open in S*. It follows that <p is continuous, open, and closed

and that the assertions (a) through (d) hold when 0 is replaced by S\ Thus to

complete the proof, it suffices to show that <f>-1[0] is closed in 61. But this follows

from 4.12 since the functions g of the form considered in 4.12(c) are continuous on

H, as pointed out in 4.11.    □

Remarks. (1) Subsections 4.10 through 4.13 above are an adaptation of a portion

of the article of Baxter and Chacon [2].

(2) In the next section we consider the problem of embedding a continuous-time

potential process in a Brownian motion process. The approach we use is to

approximate the continuous-time potential process by discrete-time potential

processes, embed these by means of Theorem 3.1, and then pass to the limit with

the aid of Theorem 4.13.

5. Embedding continuous-time potential processes in Brownian motion.

5.1. Theorem. Let (A, S, Sa, Xa, Q) be an n-dimensional potential process with

time set [0, oo) and with right-continuous sample paths. Then there is a Brownian

motion process (ft, 65, 65,, B„ P) in R" and a right-continuous increasing family

(T(a))0<a<x> of P-standard (65,)-stopping times such that the processes (Xa)0<a<oo

and (BTiaj)0<a<ao have the same finite-dimensional joint distributions.

Proof. Let p = law(A"0) and let (W, %, <¥„ Bt, Yl) be the canonical realization

of Brownian motion in R" with initial law p. Let

W= W X (0, 1),

% = <¥ ® Borel(0, 1),

% = H,>, [% ® BorelfO, l)Jfor 0 < t < oo,

W„ - W. ® Borel(0, 1) (=<¥),

<p = projection of W on W,

£, = B, o $ for 0 < t < oo,

n = n <8> (Lebesgue measure on Borel(0, 1)).
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For each natural number k, let I(k) = {j2~k: j — 0, 1, 2,... } and (appealing to

Theorem 3.1) let (S(k, a))aeI(k) be an increasing family of It-standard C3^,)-

stopping times such that the discrete-time processes (Ara)a6/W and (fis(k,a))a<Ei(k)

have the same joint distribution.

Now define Xjj and 7a* for all a in [0, oo) by

V-XA   >°'0-V->«XA".J-0,12.
Then the continuous-time processes (Aa*)0<a<00 and (J3T*)0<a<ao have the same

finite-dimensional joint distributions and Xjj -» Xa pointwise on A as k -* oo.

Now let H, DC, and (DC,)0</<00 be as in 4.11, and let

ft = W X H,

65 = % ® DC,
*, = a>, % ® DC, for 0 < t < oo,

550O = <¥oo®DC0O(=65),

xp = projection of ft on W,

Bt = B, o x[ for 0 < t < oo.

For each k let Tk be the map of W into ft defined by

Tk(w) = (4,(w),(Tak(w))0<a<aa).

Then Tk is (%, 65 )-measurable and also (%, 65,)-measurable_for each ? in [0, oo].

(vv h> (Tjj(w))0<a<00 is C^,, DC,)-measurable for each t and (^Wj) is right-continu-

ous.) Next, for each k let Pk be the measure on 65 defined by Pk(A) = InT^yl]).

If t is in [0, oo) and F is in 65, then one verifies easily that Pk(F\xp, 6liS) =

U(Tlx[F]\^>, sl£) n-a.s.; as there is a %-measurable version of the latter condi-

tional probability, we see that (ft, 65, cS>t,Pk,xp) is an optional enlargement of

(W, SUS, sl£„ n). For each a in [0, oo) define 7(a) on ft by

T(a)(w, A) = h(a).

Then 7(a) ° Tk = 7a\ B, ° Tk = f3, and (T(a))0<a<x is a right-continuous increas-

ing family of P^-standard (65,)-stopping times such that the process (57Xa))0<(I<00

has the same finite-dimensional joint distributions relative to Pk as (Ar*)0<a<oo has

(relative to Q).

Now by Theorem 4.13, there is a subsequence (Pk^j) of (Pk) and a probability

measure P on 65 such that (ft, 65, 65,, P, xp) is an optional enlargement of

(W, sliS, %, n) (so (ft, 65, 65,, B„ P) is a Brownian motion process by 4.8) and

ff(w)(h)Pk(l) (dw, dh) -+f f(w)(h)P(dw, dh) for all /in tx(W,%, 11; C(H)). We
claim that the stopping times 7(a) are P-standard and that the process

(^r(a))o<a<a> has the same finite-dimensional joint distributions relative to P as

(Xa)0<a<ao has (relative to Q). This is somewhat easier to prove when n > 3 so let

us consider this case first. In this case, every stopping time is standard and we need

only check that the joint distributions are right. Let D = R", E = Rg, let 0 < a,

< ■ • • < a, < oo, and let g be a continuous function on EJ which vanishes outside
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a compact subset of DJ. Then

j g(Bnaj), . . . , BT(a/)) dP

(*)     j

= So I^I'sIq8^^^'■■■'BW*dp™

= lim   lim  / - f g( fiTw) , . . . , /V</>) ds dU
ej.0    l->aoJ    B Jq      V     '"I+- ^S+»/

= f g(Xai, ..., Xj dQ.

This suffices to show that (BT(aj) has the right finite-dimensional joint distributions.

However, the step (*) requires further explanation. (We remark that the above

calculation actually holds for any n, but the method of verification of the step (*)

depends on n and is simplest when n > 3.)

f g{BT(at+s)(w, A), . . . , Bn +s)(w, A)) ds
Jo

=  I    *(&<«, + ,)(»» • • • , /W,)(w)) A.
•'0

Now if hm -h> A in H then Am(a, -I- .s) —> A(a, + 5) for / = 1, . . . ,/, for all but

countably many s. Also, /3,(w) depends continuously on t except at t = 00; but g is

supported by a compact subset of DJ and, as n > 3, \\ Bt\\ —» 00 n-a.s. as t —» 00.

Thus for n-a.a. w in W the map

A h* [  g(Bnai + s)(w, A), . . ., fin«.+,)(w, A)) ds
Jo

is continuous on H. In view of the sense in which (Pkgj) converges to P, this

justifies the step (*) in the case n > 3.

Now suppose n = 1 or 2. Let D, E, ax,..., ajt and g be as before. Fix e in

(0, 00). Define/on ft by

g(Ph{al+s)M, ■■ ., /9A(a, + ,)(w)) ds

and for each t in [0, 00) define/, on ft by

f(w, A) = /   g{Bh{ax + s)Al(w), . . . , Bh( +s)At(w)) ds.

Then/,/, (0 < t < 00) are uniformly bounded, each/, is continuous in A, and/ = /,

on IF X //„ where H, = {h E H: h < 1 on [0, a, + e)}. Now

Pk(U \(WXH,))< Pk{T(aj + e) > f) = S(r*+, > r),
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Tjjj+e is n-standard, and law(/37;t+t, U)U = law(A"^+e)/7 > law(X^+e+x)U. Com-

bining these observations with Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 of Falkner [1] we see that

lim   sup Pk(ti \(W X Hjj) = 0.

Now a moment's thought reveals that each //, is closed in H. From this and the

sense   in   which   (Pfc(/))   converges   to   P,   it   follows   that   P(W X Hj) >

lim sup,^ Pm(W X Hj). Therefore lim,^ P(ft \ (W X Hj)) = 0. But

f fdP - f fdPW)= f f-fdP +\f fdP - f ftdPW)}+ f f-fdP^.

Now the first term on the right-hand side here can be made small by taking / large

and the third term can be made small uniformly in / by taking / large, while the

second goes to 0 for each / as /-> oo. Thus // dPkU)-> j f dP. This justifies the

step (*) above in the case n < 2, so we now know that (BT(a)) has the right

finite-dimensional joint distributions relative to P in all cases.

It remains to show that the stopping times 7(a) are P-standard when n = 1 or 2.

Fix a in [0, oo). Now

law(5TXa); P) = lim - f \aw(Bna+s); P) ds
<40    e Jq

1    re
= lim   lim   -   I   law(5na + j); PW)) ds

ej,0    /—>oo    £    Jq

where the second step follows from the fact that law(57Xa+J); Pkaj) -*

law(Bna+s); P) for each s, as was shown above. (The limits are with respect to the

vague topology.) Now consider any t in [0, oo). Then

1    rc
law(Bna)AI; P) = lim -   J   law(fi7Xa+i)A,; P) ds

e|0      e    Jq

l   re
- hm  ;hm   T J    Iaw(£na+J)A,; Pw/)) ds

where in this case the second step follows from the fact that if / is a bounded

continuous function on E then the map (w, A) h> J0f(BHa+l)A,(w)) ds is continu-

ous in A. Let a = law(A"a+,). Then for 0 < s < ^ and &(/) > 1,

law(Bna+s)Al; Pk(,j)U > law(5r(a+j); Pwj)U > aU.

Averaging this inequality over s from 0 to e and interchanging orders of integration

we obtain

Pt,*jU > \,U > aU

where p,e>; = e"1/^ Iaw(fl7.(a+J)A,; Pft(/)) ds and

1    /•*
"e,/ = T    I      laW(fi7T« + *); PW)) ds-

E   Jq

(That the interchange in order of integration is valid is obvious when n = 1 since in

this case the potential kernel is of one sign. Consider the case n = 2. Let a be the
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uniform unit distribution on (x G R2: ||x|| = 1}. Then for any special measure A

onR2,

\U_= $~ * A = (-$ * a) * A = (-$ * X) * a = (-Af/) * a

so that for 0 < s < j and k(l) > 1 we have

la-w(Bna + s)AI; PW))U_< law(Bna+s); Pm)U_< aU_.

This justifies the interchange in the order of integration in the case n = 2.) Now

first letting /-» oo and then letting e|0 and applying the convergence result 3.14 of

Falkner [1] we find that law(/?7Xa)A,; P)U > law(B^a); P)U. As this is true for

arbitrarily large /, 7(a) is P-standard.    □

Remark. When the dimension n is equal to 1, the above theorem reduces to

Theorem 11 of Monroe [1] on embedding right-continuous martingales in

Brownian motion. See also the discussion of Theorem 3.1.

Example. In the above theorem, the filtration (65,) is larger than the natural

filtration of the process (Bj). When n > 2, the necessity of using an enlarged

filtration is clear since enlargement of the filtration is necessary just to embed a

measure, never mind a process, on account of difficulties with polar sets. When

n = 1 however, we know that the embedding theorems for measures (ETM) and

discrete-time processes (3.1) work for the natural filtration of (Bj). It is thus natural

to ask whether a continuous-time martingale can be embedded in Brownian motion

by means of an increasing family of natural standard stopping times. Now Dubins

and Schwarz [1] have shown that if (Xj)0<s<aa is a continuous martingale with

unbounded paths and without intervals of constancy then there is an increasing

continuous family (S(t))0<t<oo of stopping times for the right-continuous modifica-

tion of the natural filtration of (Xs) such that (A^) is Brownian motion. What we

want though is an embedding in the other direction and, as was realized by R. V.

Chacon, it is not generally possible to do this with natural stopping times, for the

following reason: almost surely, Brownian motion (or more generally, any decent

Markov process without holding points-see Chacon and Jamison [1]) traverses

each of its trajectories at only one rate, whereas a martingale may traverse the same

trajectory at a variety of rates. Hence to embed a martingale in Brownian motion,

it is necessary to work with a Brownian motion process in which we have many

copies of each trajectory and in which stopping times can depend on which copy of

a trajectory we are on. Here is an explicit example showing the necessity of this:

Let (W, %, GbSs,Bs,H) be the canonical version of Brownian motion in R

starting from 0. Let

A = W X (0, 1),

S = <¥ ® Borel(0, 1),

Xs(w, u) = Bm(w) for w in W and 0 < u < 1,

Q = II ® (Lebesgue measure on Borel(0, 1)).

Then (A,) is a continuous martingale over (A, S, Q). Suppose (ft, 65, 65,, Br P) is

a Brownian motion process in R and (7(i))0<J<0O is an increasing family of

P-standard (65,)-stopping times such that (A,) and (B^j) have the same finite-di-

mensional joint distributions. Now (ft, 65, 65,+, B„ P) is still a Brownian motion
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process and (7(.s 4- )) is an increasing right-continuous family of P-standard

(65, + )-stopping times such that (Aj,) and (5r(j+)) have the same finite-dimensional

joint distributions. We have BT(0+) = 0 P-a.s. since X0 = 0 Q-a.s. As 7(0 + ) is

P-standard, E(\BT(0+)\2) = E(\B0\2) + 2E(T(0 + )). Hence 7(0 + ) = 0 P-a.s. and

B0 — 0 P-a.s. Now by the law of the iterated logarithm,

lim sup —       s     — = 1    n-a.s.

no      2Vs log|log s\

See Levy [1, p. 231]. (We have 2vs log|log s\ rather than v2s log|log s\ in the

denominator here because of the slightly unorthodox normalization of Brownian

motion we use, as explained in 2.6.) Let

r        r Xs ^7X* + )
/ = lim sup- —,       g = lim sup — —.

no     2 Vj log|log s\ no     2 V.s log|log s\

As (Aj,) is continuous and (BT(^S+^) is right-continuous, we actually have

X.
f =  lim       sup     -

*-»« o<i-<i/*2Vrlog|logr|
r rational

and similarly for g. Thus / and g are measurable and are equal in law. But clearly

f(w, u) = Vu for Q-a.a. (w, u) in A. Thus the law of g is diffuse. Now g is actually

($>t(o+)+ -measurable and 65t^0+)+ = 650+ mod P since P(T(0 + ) > 0) = 0. Thus

650+ is P-nonatomic. But if (65,) were the canonical filtration then we would have

650+ = o(B0) mod P by the right-continuity mod P of the canonical filtration of

(Bj). Since P(B0 = 0) = 1, o(B0) is trivial mod P, so this is not the case.
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